UNIFIED EVIDENCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (UEMS)
The Panasonic SafeServ™ Management software enables user configuration, evidence management preferences and the ability to export evidence for use in court or other
areas. By cultivating video evidence from the Arbitrator Body Worn Camera in unison with the Arbitrator 360° HD in-car video system and Panasonic fixed surveillance
cameras, law enforcement agencies can now depend on a unified evidence platform to preserve every link in the chain of evidence. Plus, with flexible storage options,
evidence can be stored locally, through the cloud or using a hybrid of both to help control TCO and fit into any agency’s needs.

ARBITRATOR 360° HD

ARBITRATOR BODY WORN CAMERA

n Full HD 1080p high-quality video-evidence capture

n Single or two-piece, lightweight (4.6 oz.) design with multiple mounting options

n Unparalleled 360° recording and viewing

n Rugged IP54 and MIL-STD-810G architecture

n Low-light technology for viewing in darkness

n Captures evidence in 720p HD resolution

n Industry-leading 65° wide-angle lens and up to 360x zoom

n Synchronized triggering with Arbitrator in-car video systems

n Supports up to two 512GB solid-state drives

n Built-in GPS and Wi-Fi (offload & ad hoc)

n Wireless microphone system transmits audio up to 1 mile from the receiver

n LED officer information panel

n Provides the capability to manage non-Arbitrator files

n Field-serviceable battery and memory
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ENHANCED SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
The Arbitrator 360° HD system is designed to easily adapt and configure to an agency’s individual standard operating procedures, and makes wireless data
sharing extremely simple, using an integrated 802.11n radio that supports 2x2 offloading and a second radio for wireless connectivity to other devices for
control of the system.
During an incident, recording can be activated via preset triggers, and video can be streamed wirelessly from the vehicle to the station server so departments
can gain situational awareness of incidents in progress. And with the Panasonic CommandR® in-vehicle management software, officers have better control of
the Arbitrator 360° HD system, with key features including full integration with a computer operating system and the ability to classify and annotate evidence
with additional data.

POWERFUL SOLID-STATE, TAMPER-RESISTANT DESIGN
The Arbitrator 360° HD system provides tamper-resistant, unbiased evidence that’s protected against manipulation or modification at a system level. Video evidence
can be automatically shared with prosecutors, improving the chain of custody and reducing time required for dissemination. Image stabilization and image distortion
correction technologies maintain the evidence integrity of the original file while optimizing footage for playback.

MORE ANGLES. MORE OPTIONS.
Take video-evidence capture and management to the next level with the Panasonic Arbitrator
360°™ HD and the NEW Arbitrator® Body Worn Camera. Delivering HD-quality evidence
capture in vehicle and on foot, the Arbitrator evidence collection system improves incident
documentation, streamlines operations, enhances officer safety and accelerates convictions.
And now with the ability to export, store and manage video on the Panasonic Unified Evidence
Management System (UEMS), law enforcement agencies can achieve total digital asset
management and strengthen every link in their chain of evidence.

PANASONIC ARBITRATOR 360° HD
UNMATCHED IMAGE QUALITY
Recording in 1080p Full HD resolution, the Arbitrator 360° HD sets the standard for in-vehicle video-evidence capture. With an industry-leading
65-degree wide-angle front lens, officers have the ability to move in and out of traffic and danger zones while still keeping their subject in
frame. And with a 30x optical zoom and 12x digital zoom, covert night surveillance can be conducted from a safe distance, keeping officers out of
harm’s way.
Up to four side- and rear-view cameras record in 720p HD resolution and provide 150-degree horizontal/93-degree vertical fields of view. Utilizing
all five cameras, the system provides a 360-degree field of view of the environment in and around the vehicle—enhancing officers’ awareness and
increasing safety.

The Arbitrator 360° HD system is also MIL-STD-810G tested for resistance to shock, vibration, extreme temperatures, dust, moisture and other harsh conditions to
ensure video evidence continues recording in nearly any condition.

NEW ARBITRATOR BODY WORN CAMERA
LIGHTWEIGHT AND POWERFUL
The Arbitrator Body Worn Camera integrates seamlessly with the Arbitrator 360° HD system to take evidence
collection to the next level. Constructed with a single or two-piece design, the Arbitrator Body Worn Camera
is lightweight and IP54-rated to provide officers with a better way to capture unbiased, tamper-proof video
while on foot. Recording evidence in 720p HD (360 SD selectable) with a 130-degree wide-angle lens with image
stabilization and low-light capability, the Arbitrator Body Worn Camera provides the video clarity to accelerate
convictions in court.

BUILT FOR THE FIELD
Long battery life enables the Arbitrator Body Worn Camera to function for up to 8 hours of recording (and 12
hours on stand-by). One-button operation allows for quick and easy recording and snapshot functionality, with
built-in Wi-Fi for easy transfer and viewing on a tablet, smartphone or laptop prior to offloading. An optional
second camera with one-button start/stop recording (built-in microphone) is also available.

